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The question is how to create a database of one hundred words with details for each word, such as synonyms. The only solution I can think of is to create a table with four columns: word, synonyms, origin and pronunciation. This is far from a perfect solution, but it is a practical one. All I
need to know is how many words have a specific amount of synonyms. Option 1: I could create a table with 100 rows, and have each word as a string column. Then I would do SELECT COUNT(*) FROM words WHERE synonyms>100 and I would have a table with all the values. This seems
messy to me, however. Option 2: I could create a separate table with three columns: word, synonyms, and number of synonyms. Then I could do SELECT... WHERE word in('word','synonym','synonym') This seems more elegant and flexible but it still requires my calling the database five
times. Option 3: I could join a dictionary table, Word, Synonym to Materia Medica, and then count the number of words that occur more than 100 times. What is the best (most flexible, easiest to change, etc.) solution? A: It turns out there's a flaw in the logic in the original question. The

question is whether there are more than 100 words with 100 or more synonyms. The proper logic is: SELECT count(*) FROM words WHERE number_of_synonyms>100; This assumes words with 100 or more synonyms are sufficiently unusual that they appear rarely in the source dictionary
(words.txt). And finally, I should point out that the logic I suggested on the original question is the only one that makes sense. It does not assume words with X synonyms are uncommon (which implies the data structure in the OP's other question is adequate). 1. Field of the Invention This

invention relates to certain 11.beta.-trifluoromethyl-substituted-tetrahydrocarbazoles of the formula: ##STR2## and tautomers thereof, and to agriculturally acceptable salts thereof, wherein R.sup.1 is C.sub.1 -C.sub.6 alkyl, C.sub.2 -C.sub.6 alkenyl, C.sub.3 -C.
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